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1969: YEAR OF THE PANTHER
SAN FRANCISCO STATE STRIKE SPREADS

San Francisco State College has been officially shut down for the second time in a month as the result of a student strike which has grown in student proportions. The strike was called to protest another victory for striking students by the Black Students Union (BSU) and the Prime Liberation Front (PLF).

Meanwhile, student activists in the San Francisco City College and the City College of San Francisco, at City College of San Francisco, have joined the picket line and brought classes to a standstill. The new strike is a result of the Newsom Act, which forbids students to participate in any kind of strike and staged a rally which attracted up to 2,000 students. The rally was followed by a march which ended with a strike vote in favor of a strike.

The closing of the San Francisco State College has been announced to the students by the administration. They have been asked to return to classes on Dec. 11, and some classes have resumed. At San Francisco State College, officials said that the college president had promised them an all-day meeting to discuss their demands. At San Francisco State College, as it turned out, however, the meeting was postponed.

In addition to the San Francisco State College, other colleges in the area have also been affected. At City College of San Francisco, students have been on strike for a week. At San Francisco State College, students have been on strike for two weeks.

The BSU, representing the Black Students Union, also announced a 24-hour strike against the administration. The strike was called to protest the administration's decision to expel four students.

The Coastal Academic Senate, representing the Black faculty, also announced a 24-hour strike against the administration. The strike was called to protest the administration's decision to reduce the number of Black faculty members.
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Letter To The Editor

Dear Mr. Raymond,

I am writing to protest the actions of the administration of the San Francisco State College. I was one of the students who participated in the strike, and I believe that the administration has violated our rights.

Sincerely,

[Name]

MORE LEFT-WING CATHOLICS

ROCCO — Young Catholic radicals are causing trouble for the Pope’s moral hierarchy.

A few weeks ago, as the Pope warned against “secularist” activities within the church, a number of young radicals began to challenge the authority of the Pope and the Catholic Church.

The young radicals, who are primarily students and young professionals, are based in the United States and are inspired by the teachings of Pope John XXIII.

They believe that the Catholic Church has become too conservative and that the Pope should be more open to change.

In response, the Pope has issued a series of statements condemning the radical activities.

The young radicals have responded with a series of protests and demonstrations, calling for a more open and inclusive church.

The Pope has called for unity and compromise, but the young radicals continue to challenge the Church’s authority.

[Additional text may follow.]
OPEN LETTER

Dear Julius:

Although our actual contact has been infrequent, I have felt very close to you since we first met and shared experiences, including writing for the same papers, added to this. But in recent months our communications have paused and confused me. I don't know you any more; I don't know where you're at; I can't imagine why you are saying (writing) the things you are saying (writing).

In a recent column in the Guardian, you attack our former brother-in-arms, Cam Carmichael; you attack Eldridge Cleaver; you attack the Black Panther Party. Criticism is necessary to keep any movement or organization, if it is a valid criticism. But in some cases, it is not possible to understand why, instead of meeting and talking with these brothers, you have chosen to use the media for the purpose of condemning them for inappropriate use of the media.

One of your sources of surprise might be: You might wonder if, under certain circumstances, some of the same people you criticize are not themselves guilty of the same practice. You might wonder if the Black Panther Party is not itself guilty of the same practice.

I am not criticizing the Black Panther Party. I am criticizing the way it uses its power and its influence. I am criticizing the way it uses its Resources and its abilities. I am criticizing the way it uses its influence and its abilities to ridicule and to belittle other people's ideas and their ideas. I am criticizing the way it uses its influence and its abilities to ridicule and to belittle other people's ideas and their ideas.

The Black Panther Party is a powerful organization, and it has a right to use its power and its influence. But it should use its power and its influence in a responsible and constructive way. It should use its power and its influence to help people, not to hurt them.

Before the Black Panther Party marched on Sacramento, they fought for, and obtained a street light at a dangerous intersection near a ghetto school. Harry asked did you think that people who are in the struggle for the black community should fight for the same things. As a black man who is fighting for the same cause, I think it is important that we work together, not against each other. The struggle for freedom is a struggle for all people, and it is a struggle for black people.

As a black man who is fighting for the same cause, I think it is important that we work together, not against each other. The struggle for freedom is a struggle for all people, and it is a struggle for black people.

Julius, I believe that you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party, and you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party.

Julius, I believe that you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party, and you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party.

I am writing this letter to you, to encourage you to continue your efforts to understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party. I am writing this letter to you, to encourage you to continue your efforts to understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party.

Julius, I believe that you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party, and you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party.

Julius, I believe that you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party, and you have really attempted to know and understand the phenomena of the Black Panther Party.
KATHLEEN CLEAVER

(FROM NEW YORK RADIO ADDRESS)

The most outstanding problem that the black community and its leaders are facing is the black power movement. A valid alternative to the traditional liberal struggle to have to deal with. In the coming months of 1969 will be the black revolutionary. The black power movement is not a slogan, but a movement that seeks to organize black people and to establish effective alliances on the level of black solidarity. It is a movement for the recognition of the black race as a separate nation, and for the establishment of a black power structure to suppress us. It has become very clear to me that the black community is not unified, and that the black community is divided in its beliefs and its actions. The black community is divided on the basis of class, race, and religion. The black community is divided on the basis of the black community's role in the black community and the key man in this activity will be the black power. We have one of his classic examples of a black power movement in the Black Panther Party, a black power movement that is not afraid to use violence to get what it wants. We see this today in Harlem, South Vietnam, South Africa, the war among the Indians and the struggles among black people. We will be doing everything that the black power movement is doing to protect the black community and the black community is not going to stand by and watch the black community being destroyed. We are going to stand up and fight for our rights. We are going to stand up and fight for the rights of the black community.
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LABOR MOVEMENT VS PIG RONALD REAGAN

SAN FRANCISCO — The administration of Governor Ronald Reagan, who has repeatedly referred to the black community, appears now to be heading for a confrontation with the entire labor movement in the state. The administration's new labor policy, if carried out, will significantly impact the largest system of higher education in the Western Hemisphere.

TRANSFORMATION

The California state colleges -- with 180,000 full- and part-time students and 6,000 faculty members, including 2,000 women, are the largest system of higher education in the Western Hemisphere.

The situation is such that any major decision made in this area could have serious implications for the state colleges if implemented. The state colleges have taken the lead in the nation in issues of race and are now facing a possible conflict with student representatives.

The California Alliance of Black Student Movements, established in 1969, is seeking to negotiate with the administration over its labor policies. The alliance is asking for the right to negotiate with the administration on issues of race and ethnicity.

The administration's new labor policy, if carried out, will significantly impact the largest system of higher education in the Western Hemisphere.
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MCCLYMONDS NEW PRINCIPAL

by Iris Vase

McClymonds High School is on its 7th year, having occupied a new building with state-of-the-art facilities. The school has been led by a strong administrative team, headed by Mr. Elmore, who has been instrumental in transforming the school into a positive learning environment.

The school has a diverse student body, with students from various socioeconomic backgrounds. The school prides itself on providing a challenging curriculum to prepare students for college and careers.

The school has been recognized for its academic excellence, with high test scores and graduation rates. The school has also been praised for its extracurricular programs, including sports, fine arts, and community service.

NEWS BRIEFS ABOUT WEST EUROPEAN STUDENT REVOLT

PEKING, HISSINGUAI December 10 -- Tens of thousands of Spanish students at Madrid University went on strike in December in protest against the fascist repression of the student revolt by the fascist Franco regime. The striking students, who are led by a national committee of students, have protested against the closure of schools and the arrest of student leaders.

The strike is part of a larger movement of students across Europe, who are demanding greater freedom and democracy. The students have been joined by workers and other groups in a broader struggle for rights and justice.

The student revolt has continued to spread across Europe, with students in Spain, Portugal, and Italy joining the movement. The students have been met with violence and repression, but they continue to fight for their rights.

In Lisbon, capital of Portugal, 3,000 students of Lisbon University attended a rally yesterday in support of their colleagues in the fascist dictatorship in Portugal. The students were joined by workers and other groups in a broader movement for democracy and freedom.

In Italy, where the student revolt has been suppressed, the students have been arrested and imprisoned by the fascist government. The students have been joined by workers and other groups in a broader movement for democracy and freedom.

In France, several hundred students of Grenoble University briefly occupied the university's administrative building in protest against the reactionary measures adopted by the university authorities to suppress the student movement.
IN WHITE AMERICA TODAY

by Everett Peasons

The descendants of the god-fearing racists who committed genocide against a race of red men (so they can have a place to worship god freely) are trying to commit genocide against you, black man. Your child is picked on in third grade. Your wife is being raped by a neighbor. Your son is in Viet Nam, black man.

In white America today, god-fearing racists are having guns, black man. The guns are to blow you brains out after they pray to the god that ordered black Adam out of the garden of eden. Why whisper a prayer, give your wife a pill, deny your daughter education, put your son in the front line, and plainly show your brains out. Did it, black man. He has the grace of god on his side.

For our country (says white america) which art in heaven how I love this game.
Of all the moments you've given me this game of pain, is closest to my heart.
I'm sad I pray and pray, you gave me the U.S.A.
I joined the Vietnam War. You killed the innocent, lord.
You promised me with slavery.
You promised me with freedom.
Then the snipers started going to schools, integration freedom.
Now it's revolution.
Sure I have the lord is good.
For grace is sufficient to overcome this algiers - for good.

AMEN!

Dig it, they left their mother country to worship God's God. They crossed the wicked sea with their hands cupped in prayer. They raped out the red brothers and tore over the land, black man. They brought you here to build their nation. Machines have now taken over the work black land.

Surely, eventually, he starts to do you, God's God.

Peasons Persuasion

North Central

Vietnam War

Patriotism

Black Preachers

Dig it, black man.

It's time to deal with the situation. Educate your woman to stop taking these pills. You and your woman - replace the earth with healthy black warriors. You and your woman can build the black Liberation Army to end the god-fearing, god loving racist white dog monster who is plainly praying to the god who created your son in Viet Nam.

.... Panther Power

.......

CENTRAL COMMITTEE, B.P.P.
PRESS CONFERENCE

The Black Panther Party, existing as a true representative of the most down trodden class of poor black and oppressed peoples living in the confines of this racist, exploitative, decadent America, comes forth to DENOUNCE those PROVOCATEUR AGENTS, KOORS, and AVARICIOUS FOOLS who found their way into the membership; and therefore, after finding their way into the membership of the Black Panther Party have violated rules, principles and revolutionary tactics of the Black Panther Party which is struggling to answer the basic political desires and needs of our people. These conspirators and opportunists who violate the rules and principles of the Black Panther Party have acted foolishly and raised confusion by acts of banditry. These are not members of the Black Panther Party. And the Black Panther Party wholly denounces their acts. For example, William Brent, who allegedly pulled an $80.00 holdup in our newspaper distribution truck is considered to be either a provocateur agent or an insane man. Others lately have also provoked confusion among the masses of the people. The Black Panther Party rules which have been in existence since Huey P. Newton organized the Black Panther Party (including the 3 main rules of discipline and the 8 rules of attention) governed and administered by all leadership levels throughout the nation, functions from our Party's revolutionary principle of democratic centralism. Therefore, those who violate these rules are denounced as counter-revolutionaries.

The Black Panther Party doesn't advocate roving gangs of bandits robbing service stations and taverns. Any member who violates the rules of the Black Panther Party is subject to summary expulsion, and so it is with those recent violators of Party rules.

U.S. MONOPOLY CAPITAL RUSHING TO MALAYA

SINGAPORE (Third World Press) - Capitalist overtures for the Rahman-Locken feud continue to accelerate. hamburgers, shoes, and soap are being poured out in a flood of U.S. imperialist largess to Malaya's underdeveloped population. Imperialism has in recent times come to depend on Malaya, plundering its rich resources and security for the benefit of its people.

The U.S. ambassador to Malaya, Mr. John F. Kennedy, has followed in the footsteps of 1959 of a monopolistic bloc of U.S. companies and the United States and the Bahman pulp claim to "reappraise U.S. involvement in Malaya."

The oil refining factory built in Port Dickson by Standard Oil and the U.S. Exxon Petroleum Company with the aid of U.S. aid is expected to produce 3 million tons of U.S. dollars has been finished. In the meantime, U.S. investments in Malaya have been reduced from 675 million dollars in 1959 to 400 million dollars. In 1961 alone, this U.S. petroleum investment in Malaya was reduced to 2 million dollars, due to the political climate and the economic downturn.

The United States has even more ambitious plans for expansion in Singapore. A spokesman of the United States Department of State has recently declared that "U.S. interests in Singapore" would be increased to meet the strategic and economic needs of the region. According to the U.S. State Department, Singapore is to become an important U.S. base for military and intelligence operations in Southeast Asia. In addition, the U.S. is planning to invest heavily in Singapore's infrastructure, including roads, ports, and airports.

Spanish Students in Revolt Against Fascist Tyranny

In Madrid, a large protest was held, attended by over 20,000 students of Madrid University in the capital city, the University of Deusto in Bilbao, and the University of Santiago de Compostela in Galicia. Several thousand students gathered in the Plaza de las Cortes and the Plaza de las Universidades to protest against the suppression of student demonstrations and the military government's efforts to eradicate student activism.

The protest was sparked by the government's recent decision to ban student demonstrations and to increase police presence in the city. The students were demanding the right to free speech and the end of police brutality against protesters. The protest was met with a large police force, but the students remained peaceful and continued to march through the city. The protest ultimately ended with the students demanding the right to free speech and the end of police brutality against protesters.
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NAGA ARMED FORCES

NEW DELHI -- The armed forces of the Naga people, in defiance of the armed suppression of the reactionary Indian government, have continued to resist all efforts of the government to suppress them.

On December 19, the Nags armed forces in the area of the Kachin Independence Army (KIA) in Nagaland, took part in an operation against the Indian government forces, killing several Indian soldiers. This was the third such operation in the last ten days.

The Naga forces, led by their leader, Ms. Aung San Suu Kyi, have been fighting against the Indian government for the past decade, seeking independence for their homeland.

INDIAN MAGAZINE DENOUNCES REVISIONISM


The article said, "The Indian state has betrayed the Soviet revisionist regime, which has been instrumental in the Indian liberation struggle."

The article went on to say that the Soviet revisionist regime has always been the enemy of the Indian people, and that it has been instrumental in the Indian liberation struggle.

INDIAN SHORTAGE IN INDIA

NEW DELHI -- A large part of India's production is lost due to a rapid industrialization that has led to a severe shortage of goods. The Indian government has taken several measures to address the problem, including increasing production and importing goods from abroad.

However, the shortage continues to be a major issue in the country, affecting various sectors of the economy.

CHAIRMAN MAO'S WORK PUBLISHED IN MEXICO

MEXICO CITY (Third World Press) -- Chairman Mao's "On People's Power" has been published for the first time in Spanish, by the Marxist-Leninist Movement of Mexico.

A People's Power must be established in the country to free the masses of people from capitalist exploitation and oppression. It must also be established in the country to free the masses of people from the exploitation of the bourgeoisie. The slogan "People's Power" is the key to the people's revolution.

The book is available at all major bookstores in Mexico City.
ITALIANS EXPERIENCE NEW AWAKENING

POMI: (Italian Correspondent) — "The revolution that has started in Italy has surged to new heights in recent days, and in its wake, the devastation of the traditional social order has become evident. In many of the villages, the traditional order of things has been disturbed, and the inhabitants are in a state of confusion and disorder."

Progressive Italian statesmen are in favor of revolutionary mass movements to bring about an end to the reactionary autocratic government in Italy. They have declared that the masses have a right to the violent overthrow of autocracy and that the new power of the masses must be used to create a new society. They have called for a plebiscite, and they have urged the workers to launch strikes and other forms of resistance. The masses are determined to throw off the yoke of autocracy."

FRENCH SITUATION U. P. PARTITIONING OF PALESTINE

December 25, 1948

ARABS PROTEST U. N. PARTITIONING OF PALESTINE

In Press has far surpassed the government's ceiling of 1 1/2 per cent. Recently French Minister of Finance has expressed his appreciation of the inflow of large sums of money. The finance minister has said that the French government is prepared to loan to the United States. This loan would be used to finance the construction of new French military bases in the United States. The finance minister has also said that the largest part of the loan would be used to construct new French military bases in the United States. The finance minister has also said that the largest part of the loan would be used to construct new French military bases in the United States.

As all the important countries are now in a grave crisis, the problems are deep and the cutting circle of desertification can only further aggravate France's problems. The Prime Minister's statement pointed out that the series of "mysterious" events began when the United States and the Soviet Union declared the Palestine partition. The measures taken by the two powers have resulted in a radical shift in the political landscape of the Middle East. The Arab people, who have been subjected to the suction of powerful forces, will have to struggle and to decide their own future.
BLACK NIGERIANS WARN PIG KENNEDY, WHITE CAPITALIST

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is reprinted from the SUNDAY POST in LAGOS, NIGERIA.)

So Mr. Edward Kennedy, brother of the monumental John Kennedy, Vice-President of the USA, plans to visit Nigeria, the last bastion of the bloodsucking and tolerant citizens of the Nigerian rebels of the Central Eastern Area (CENAREA) so far pregnant and likely surviving brother of Abraham Lincoln's pro-slavery martyr, Belinda to carry his message of anti-American (Nigerian) campaign right into Nigerian territory! We of the SUNDAY POST have been hard put to it, reading ourselves to discover this latest intelligence about the last few years developed into one of the symbols of all that is noble and efficient, in the cordial and harmonious relations between the white economic and political power in the West and the black economic and political power in the East. It has been the long-term and forces and people were service in Nigeria has posted many of its criticisms of public society, in the formation of the basis for the rejection of the Lagos of America has been substantially enhanced in this century, thanks to the lack of word, that is, the Kennedy has grown.

But we realize that friends today can be enemies tomorrow, the devil, hence, pig has always been the BlackMambo enemy) depending on the motives and objectives of men and nations, and as it has turned out that one Kennedy, of all the capitalist families and international powers, has the greatest interest in the union of America apparently dedicated to the dismemberment of America through active support for the Nigerian rebels. Truly, the history of the current Nigerian crisis will record the name of Edward Kennedy as one of the most tragically ironical elements in the country's foreign relations with the United States of America. And how can we explain the observed activities of the CIA and the University of Kenosha (the CIA-controlled International Charitable Organization CARITAS in their clandestine propagation of the rebellion.

He supports revolution in Nigeria by providing support for an unprecedented revolution. Having known the implications of such a move by the Federal Military Government, Mr. Kennedy engages in several and many other activities under the guise of a humanitarian concern for the alleged suffering of people in the rebel held areas. But, like many other American (Nigerian) capitalists of his type, this Kennedy brother does not seem to accept the fact that church must be held in church, right in his own back yard in the states. The poverty-stricken and politically incapacitated blacks are.createElement(143,816,724,1000)

our view is that he, in many cases, seems more-pathetic to kill our own people, as does our own government, to help in building this image of the Kennedy family. The main center of the same kind has been built in Cayton with Casey-Cayton friendship. As President Sheng said we would make every effort to strengthen the friendship between the peoples of China and Cayton.

FLUNKER & MASTER WILL SHARE GRAVE

SAYS "PEOPLE'S DAILY" OF CHINA

PEKING (Third World Press) — The "Peoples' Daily published a bold article by a fighter of the Chinese people's liberation army, entitled "Flunker Will Only End Up In The Same Grave As His Master." The article reads as follows:

Under the wing of U.S. Imperialism, the Japanese reactionaries have been putting the economy on a quick tempo war footing, that accounting for an accelerated renewal of Japanese imperialistic. The bourgeois paper "Shimbun Shimbun" revealed that between April and September this year, the export of Japanese weapons to South Korea has increased by 19 per cent as compared with the corresponding period of last year. This shows the economic cooperation between the two countries has been well-represented by Eisaku Satoh and his ilk who were once dirty loyalists of the Chinese people and other right-wing war criminals.

Since the end of the second world war, Japan under the leadership of the American occupying forces, has been pushing its aggressive policies. It has been aggressively pushing its imperialist forces and its aggressive policies in Asia. In the past few years, Japan has developed its own war industry and to accelerate the renewal of the Japanese military forces. In their recent war, the Japanese reactionaries actively serve the U.S. Imperialist policy of aggression in Asia by competing the encirclement of China. After coming out of its four years ago, the Nippon government lost its time in carrying out the "Third Expansion Plan" which had been made according to the Japanese-U.S. "Security Treaty". The total military expenditure even-in the Third plan is equal to the sum total of Japan's military expenditure in the past 10 years. In recent years, the reactionary forces in Japan, along with U.S. Imperialism's mass murder of the Vietnamese people, is actively supporting the Korean war by sending weapons, munitions, medical aid, white phosphorous bombs, aerial bombs and other war materials. Airstrikes, arson attacks, sabotage and artillery attacks have been carried out in many areas. The Japanese military forces are increasingly attacking and raiding China. In the past few years, large numbers of Japanese soldiers have been shipped to Korea for training. Among the soldiers, many of them have been trained in the Japanese war in Vietnam. The Japanese military, under the guidance of the U.S. military, has been directing its forces towards more and more markets and raw material markets in the region.

At the same time, it used the occasion of the so-called "Maoist revolution" to further strengthen the propaganda which is called "The Moslem Revolution", etc. This country shows that the Japanese imperialists are still hallucinating in the illusion of "Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere" of the past. They are full of aggressive designs for a world war, hoping to crush China again once. However, however, history will not repeat itself. The Chinese people and its armed forces have already prepared for a long war. It has long been prepared and is universally acknowledged that the world revolution has entered a new stage.

The Chinese people of the Chiang Kai-shek regime have been closely following all aggressive movements of the Japanese forces. As modern revisionism and reaction of all sorts, Chiang Kai-shek is the most important target on the side of the Japanese people and the Chinese people. The Japanese people and the Chinese people will strive for the sake of modern revisionism and aggressive forces, both the modern revisionism and the aggressive forces of modern revisionism and aggressive forces, for a new world revolution, but this new world revolution cannot be achieved without any system of despotism.
1969: YEAR OF THE PANTHER

1969 is the year of the Panther. This statement should not be misconstrued to mean that 1969 is the only year that will belong to the Panther. The statement is intended to affirm that 1969 is the year that the Black Panther Party will demonstrate its dominance in the sphere of revolutionary politics. The statement is not based on subjective analysis, but on objective realities.

The undeniable truth of the statement that “1969 is the year of the Panther,” can be best seen by reviewing the dynamic rise of the Black Panther Party despite the despotic attempts of the establishment to suppress the Party’s move to liberate Black people. The Black Panther Party cannot be suppressed by the establishment and its racist pigs because the Party exists by the will of the people and as Huey P. Newton has said, “The will of the people is greater than the man’s technology.”
REVIEW OF PANTHER GROWTH AND HARRASSMENT

October, 1968 to May, 1967

The Black Panther Party started armed patrols in the black com-

munity and, as a result of their activities, were subjected to con-
tinuous harassment by the pigs.

May 2, 1967

Thirty members of the Black Pan-

ther Party were arrested for sus-

pected arms violations. The brothers carried their weapons into the Capitol to protest the state assembly's attempt to pass a bill inhibiting open carry of weapons, and two were arrested. Four other Panthers, in a car nearby, were arrested a short time later, and charged with malcontents.

May 22, 1967

Chairman Bobby Seale was ar-

rested and charged with an obscenity charge, making it a crime to possess a knife in the vicinity of a jail. He was later released on bond.

January 23, 1968

National Captain David Hilliard was arrested while passing out leaflets at Oakland Tech.

February 16, 1968

At 5:30 am, San Francisco pigs broke down the door of Eldridge Cleaver's apartment at 850 Oak St., San Francisco, and searched the apart-

ment—without a warrant. Eld-

ridge, his wife Kathleen, and Panther Revolutionary Artist Emory Douglas were present.

February 9, 1968

At 1:30 am, a panther and his girl-

friend were arrested for "disturbing the peace." After a rally at which Dr. Spock spoke, They were beaten and shot.

February 17, 1968

A Free Huey" rally was held at the Oakland Airport in Huey's birthday. The rally was an out-

standing success, attended by over 5,000 people. Eldridge Cleaver was the master of ceremonies.

February 24, 1968

Panthener Jimmy Charley appro-

ached a pig who was in the act of attacking a black person, and ques-

tioned the officer. He was promptly arrested and charged with "resisting arrest.

February 25, 1968

At 2 am, a pig broke down the door of Bobby Seale's home, where Bobby and his wife, Arlie, were in bed asleep. There was no warrant. The pigs were acting on a complaint indicating Bobby in a case "falsely accused to commit murder" charge, which was promptly dropped for lack of evidence. Shell-

gunning pigs confiscate weapons and arrested 6. And, four other Panthers, in a car nearby, were arrested a short time later, and charged with malcontents.

Third & South weeks of February, 1968

A rash of arrests of black men, either in the Panthers or identified with them. One of the Panthers took place in front of the Natural shop on oakland street. This incident happened when the pigs stopped an auto of a black youth on an alleged traffic violation in front of the shop. The youth yelled at the youth from the car, threw him against the car door and beat him severely. About ten Panthers and their associates gathered around to protest and were arrested. This rash of arrests coincided with the visit of police Commissioner C. P. MacRae to the Bay Area.

April 3, 1968

The pigs entered Father Noll's church in Oakland where the Pan-

thers were holding a meeting. A black youth was arrested outside the church. The pigs surrounded the church and entered it, about twelve of them, with 12 gauge shotguns held in front of them in a threatening manner. They were accompanied, illegally, by a white Catholic priest and a black clergyman, both from Oakland. David Hilliard came out of the sanctu-

ary and refused to allow police to enter the sanctuary. Upon leaving Hilliard, the pigs lowered their guns and cast threats about arresting someone else. The Panthers are convinced they were looking for Bobby Seale.

April 13, 1968

Four members of the Black Pan-

ther party were returning from Bobby Newton's funeral. They were arrested on suspicion of robbery. There were no IV bags. They were to be kept over the weekend before they could be arraigned. This is a typical pig procedure—usually means that pigs decide to hold a suspect in a cell, a stand of oversight before a court appearance. The robbery took place on Monday. Furthermore the rob-

bery car was driven by one person with one passenger. Four people were arrested Friday. The car was in the shop being repaired at the time of the alleged robbery. On Sunday, after a weekend of work by Attorney Alex Hoffman, the "sus-

pect" were released—They could- n't be identified as having even a remote connection with the alleged robbery. When arrested they were maced; they were taken in with drawn guns.

May 1, 1968

A sixteen year old girl was ar-

rested for jaywalking. She was shot.

June 5, 1968

Bobby Seale was convicted of eva-

citating a loaded shotgun near a jail. Chairman Bobby was sentenced to three years probation.

June 12, 1968

Eldridge Cleaver was released from Vacaville prison where he had been held as a political priso-

ner.

July 13, 1968

HUEY NEWTON was charged with murder. Judge Friedman decreted a motion to allow a prior conviction of assault with a deadly weapon after HUEY was plunged to the defense.

July 13, 1968

HUEY NEWTON's attorney, Charles R. Garry, went to the State District Court in Appeal to have the right to discuss the prior convic-

tion, it was denied.

July 15 & July 16, 1968

More than 4,000 people came in support of Huey Newton at his trial. There should have been more HUEY; BLACK IS BEAUTIFUL.

September 5, 1968

An attempt to oust opposing attorneys in HUEY's trial. Although the party's name was not shown, the trial of HUEY was a technical at-

torney and a peace man in the gas chamber.

September 8, 1968

Black Panther Minister of De-

fense HUEY NEWTON was con-

victed of voluntary manslaughter.

September 8, 1968

HUEY P. NEWTON was sentenced to 2 to 15 years in state prison and removed from Oakland in five min-

utes. Judge Friedman refused all motions, including a motion of freeing HUEY ELDREDGE CLEA-

VER and he was revoked. His pa-

rente was revealed today that the sentence came down on HUEY P. NEWTON in a measure to try and keep him from organizing others to set against the court's decision,

DAVID

d were David Hilliard, National Cap-

tain; George Murray, Minister of Edu-

cation; and LaDon Williams, a brother being trained for captain.

August 16, 1968

Huey Newton and Davy Dill and Capt-

ain David Hilliard of the Black Panther Party were Chicago spokesmen at 1,500 acres of the street from the Democratic Convention.

August 17, 1968

Communications Secretary of the Black Panther Party Kathleen Cres-

wer was the right to enter Japan.
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1969: YEAR OF THE PANTHER

BY RAYMOND LEWIS
Deputy Minister of Information
B.P.I.

Our honorable brother, Eldridge Cleaver, Minister of Information of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, in one of his memorable public addresses stated a very simple fact, that the people of the Black community seem to be overlooking: “It’s time to intensify the struggle!” Black people have become aware that progress—to use the word loosely—has been made. Not through or by the efforts of the opposing mother country, but through community unification and by the efforts of black revolutionary groups; revolutionary political groups such as the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

Eldridge Cleaver has stated:

“...the basic factor that needs to be understood clearly is that we are dealing with a pipsqueak power at a time that has a reputation for having never been turned around. Supposedly it has never lost a war, never lost a battle, never lost an argument. But the truth of the matter is that it has lost many wars. It has lost many battles. It has lost all of its arguments... except that it has a slick, sophisticatedly enriched or polished arguement... and more than ever now needs to make its defense look like circles.

“All that these pigs ask is that they appear to be winning... that, in fact, they could be losing, and if no one is tipped to their game... they know how to see it (these devices of mass media deception) to their advantage (against the masses).”

1969: Year of the Panther, the pig power structure is up against political pressure has been escalated and intensified against BLACK PANTHER Party members, but the power structure is only sitting with its failure to intimidate the BLACK PANTHER PARTY or make PANTHERS respond in a reactionary manner.

This editorial was not completed because Brother Raymond Lewis has been hospitalized with a serious but undiagnosed illness. This unfinished editorial is being published as a tribute to Brother Raymond Lewis' revolutionary work and to symbolize our unfinished revolution.

The Black Panthers
A photographic essay by
Kath-Marion Baruch
and
Pirkie Jones
December 7, 1968

January 19, 1969
M.C. de Young Memorial Museum
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California

CUBA'S PEOPLE'S MILITIA
THE NATIONS' DEFENSE
POCKET LAWYER OF LEGAL FIRST AID

This pocket lawyer is provided as a means of keeping black people up to date on their rights. We always are the first to be arrested and the last to be released. If any case involves a right that is established in case law, that case is being argued in the court in which it is argued. If you have any questions about the law, you can call your local lawyer at the phone number provided.

1. If you are arrested, you have the right to remain silent. If you are convicted, you have the right to appeal.

2. If you are stopped and searched by the police, you have the right to be informed of the reason for the search.

3. If you are arrested, you have the right to an attorney. If you cannot afford an attorney, you have the right to a court-appointed attorney.

4. If you are convicted, you have the right to appeal your conviction.

5. If you are convicted, you have the right to be granted parole.

6. If you are convicted, you have the right to be given due process of law.

7. If you are convicted, you have the right to be given a fair trial.

8. If you are convicted, you have the right to be given a fair sentence.

9. If you are convicted, you have the right to be given a fair appeal.

10. If you are convicted, you have the right to be given a fair parole.

Thank you.

BREAKFAST FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN

I WOULD LIKE TO DONATE
SEND DONATIONS TO ST. AUGUSTINE'S
EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 6324 WEST ST., OAKLAND

[Address]

[City]

[State]

[Zip]

[Donation Amount]

[Donation Description]

[Food or Utensil]

Business includes

[Your tax exemption]

[Name]

[Phone]

[Email]

[Comment]

NO DONATION IS TOO SMALL.

THE OAKLAND SEVEN

The first militant action was the arrest of Muriel McCants, a member of the National Lawyers Guild, in 1967. She was picketing outside the Oakland Police Department, demanding an end to police brutality. She was arrested and charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but her trial was eventually dropped.

The second militant action was the arrest of Charles Gaddy, a member of the Black Panther Party, in 1969. He was arrested for possession of a gun, which was later ruled legal.

The third militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1970. They were charged with armed robbery, but the charges were later dropped.

The fourth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1971. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The fifth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1972. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The sixth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1973. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The seventh militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1974. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The eighth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1975. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The ninth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1976. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The tenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1977. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The eleventh militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1978. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twelfth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1979. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirteenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1980. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The fourteenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1981. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The fifteenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1982. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The sixteenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1983. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The seventeenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1984. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The eighteenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1985. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The nineteenth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1986. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twentieth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1987. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-first militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1988. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-second militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1989. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-third militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1990. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-fourth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1991. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-fifth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1992. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-sixth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1993. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-seventh militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1994. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-eighth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1995. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The twenty-ninth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1996. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirtieth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1997. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-first militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1998. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-second militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 1999. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-third militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2000. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-fourth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2001. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-fifth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2002. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-sixth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2003. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-seventh militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2004. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-eighth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2005. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The thirty-ninth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2006. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The fortieth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2007. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-first militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2008. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-second militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2009. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-third militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2010. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-fourth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2011. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-fifth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2012. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-sixth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2013. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-seventh militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2014. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-eighth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2015. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The forty-ninth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2016. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The fiftieth militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2017. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.

The fiftieth and final militant action was the arrest of the Black Panther Party in 2018. They were charged with conspiracy to commit murder, but the charges were later dropped.
1903—"The problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color line."

1953—“I still think today as yesterday, that the color line is a great problem of this century. But today I see more clearly than yesterday that back of the problem of race and color, lies a greater problem which both obscures and implements it, and that is the fact that so many civilized persons are willing to live in comfort even if the price of this is poverty, ignorance and disease of the majority of their fellow men, that to maintain this privilege men have waged war until today war tends to become universal and continuous, and the excuse for this war continues largely to be color and race.”

W. E. B. DuBois
PALESTINE GUERILLAS VS ISRAELI PIGS

Submitted by: P. Schumacher

Editor's Note: The following article was submitted on behalf of the Palestine National Liberation Movement, A. F. T. A. H., in order to explain to the public the true situation in the Arab-Israeli conflict. It includes a brief history of the Arab-Israeli conflict, the present situation, and the nature of the struggle now being waged by the Palestine Arab popular forces.

The Palestinian problem, in essence, is the problem of an entire people, the Arabs of Palestine, who have been ruthlessly and unthinkingly displaced and uprooted from their homes, their villages, their towns, their land, their culture, their heritage, their identity, their history. This is the problem of an entire people who are not only uprooted from their homes, but also from their human rights, their basic human rights, which are their right to self-determination, to freedom, to equality, to justice, to peace.

The Palestinian Revolutionary Liberation Movement (A. F. T. A. H.) is the only revolutionary movement in the Middle East that represents the interests of the Palestinian people. It is the only movement that is fighting for the liberation of Palestine and the establishment of a democratic, independent, and sovereign Palestinian state.

The movement is committed to the principle of non-violence and the use of peaceful means in order to achieve its objectives. It is committed to the principle of self-determination and the right of the Palestinian people to choose their own future.

The movement is working to build a popular front in support of the Palestinian struggle for freedom and justice. It is working to build a network of supporters and allies around the world who are willing to stand with the Palestinian people in their struggle against Israeli occupation and colonization.

The movement is committed to the principle of international solidarity with the Palestinian people. It is working to build a network of supporters and allies around the world who are willing to stand with the Palestinian people in their struggle against Israeli occupation and colonization.

The movement is committed to the principle of the right of返回自然语言文本。
ITALIANS STRIKE AGAINST EXPLOITATION

ROME — The Italian workers' strikes against ruthless exploitation by monopoly capitalist class and for their own vital interests in continuing to develop while the struggle of the Italian students against the fascist educational system and government oppression is raging forward. The struggle of the workers and students has formed a revolutionary front fiercely fighting the reactionary rule of Italian monopoly capital, according to reports from Rome.

Over 100,000 metal and machine-building workers and 450,000 textile and farm workers started alternate work stops on a nation-wide scale recently to press their demands for wage increases, 125,000 textile and cattle workers stopped work in Milan, Pavia, Firenze and Trento yesterday, metal and machine building workers walked out in Turin December 12th and in Pavia on the 19th.

A general strike for higher wages and full employment completely paralyzed the city and Province of Bari, Lazio region, on December 15th. The strikers also held demonstrations. General strikes for pressing the same demands were held in Apulia and Los, Marche region, yesterday.

A nation-wide strike against dismissal was staged by sugar mill workers on December 18th and 19th.

In Vicenza province, Northern Italy, factories of the 'Marzotto' textile concern were paralyzed by a strike on December 15th. The 1,000 strikers fought for higher wages, shorter working hours and democratic rights in their plants.

Over 65,000 university and high school students in Rome went on strike in strong protest against the decadent educational system and the reactionary government policies. They held a mass demonstration which disrupted traffic on campus. Students of Rome University occupied the art faculties, the Congregazione and the faculty of philosophy in protest against fascist police atrocities.

Butting police threats, university students in Milan, Trieste and many other cities continued to occupy their universities.

Meanwhile, in various parts of Italy, more and more high school students rose up and went out by side with university students and workers. In the city of Ferrara, Emilia region, Northern Italy, a general strike for an indefinite period was called in all high schools. Street demonstrations were held by several thousand students for three days running beginning on December 15th.

In Lodi, Lombardy region, Central Italy, the students reconvened the Technical Institute of Industry after the police had forced them to disband. The institute was closed and protest against police outrages. The long-hours work for half an hour to a day. The students engaged in a mass strike.

At Vigevano, North of Lodi, all high schools were occupied on December 15th. Two days later, the students demonstrated in the streets against the police attempt to drive them out of their schools.

In Ramato, another important city in the Veneto region, the Technical Institute of Industry was occupied again on December 15th after the police had driven the students out by force. Meanwhile, a general strike was held in all trade schools.

In the textile city of Carugno, Gardena region, all secondary school students went on strike on December 15th in protest against the mass unemployment of young graduates. Inspired by the unprecedented poverty of the mass movement, all secondary school students also took part in the struggle. At Bixoli, a small town in the Veneto region, Children of a primary school went on strike on December 14th. They demanded that their school be better equipped and a real teaching be given the school to build.

On December 16th students' just struggles also took place in Castello, Trento, Como, and other towns in Northern Italy.

To put down the mounting mass movement, the Italian ruling class again resorted to the menace of police brutality to make 'reforms'. At the same time, it stepped up the suppression of the press and the courts of justice.

For the first time in Italy, the Italian government supreme court of Cassation delivered its most criminal sentence. The court condemned to death with the death penalty, the highest sentence of the Fascist regime, three persons for 'morality' and 'immorality'. The result of the police brutality was the same. The people's struggle for freedom in Italy is a struggle not only for the liberation of Italy itself but also for the liberation of the entire European people.

U.S. IMPERIALISM

WASHINGTON — U.S. imperialism, which is at the end of its life, is seeking to strengthen the reactionary forces of imperialism and militarism, in order to bolster the position of the imperialist class in the United States and the Soviet Union. The imperialist forces are trying, by all possible means, to crush the revolutionary movement of the Spanish people and to strengthen their own position in Spain. The Spanish people, however, are determined to resist the imperialist forces and to continue the struggle for freedom.
RULES OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

Every member of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY throughout this country of racist America must abide by these rules as functional members of this party. CENTRAL COMMITTEE members, CENTRAL STAFFS, and LOCAL STAFFS, including all captains subordinate to either national, state, and local leadership of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, will enforce these rules. Length of suspension or other disciplinary action necessary for violation of these rules will depend on national directives by national, state or state area, and local committees and staffs where said rule or rules of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY WERE VIOLATED.

Every member of the party must know these verbatim by heart. And apply them daily. Each member must report any violation of these rules to their leadership or they are considered revolutionaries and are also subjected to suspension by the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

THE RULES ARE:

1. No party member can have narcotics or weed in his possession while doing party work.
2. Any party member found shooting narcotics will be expelled from this party.
3. No party member can be DRUNK while doing daily party work.
4. No party member will violate rules relating to office work; general meetings of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, and meetings of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY ANYWHERE.
5. No party member will USE, POSSE, or FIRE a weapon of any kind unnecessarily or accidentally at anyone.
6. No party member can join any other army force other than the BLACK LIBERATION ARMY.
7. No party member can have a weapon in his possession while DRUNK or loaded off narcotics or weed.
8. No party member will commit any crimes against other party members or BLACK people at all, and cannot steal or take from the people, not even a needle or a piece of thread.
9. When arrested BLACK PANTHER MEMBERS will give only name, address, and will sign nothing. Legal fist aid must be understood by all Party members.
10. The Ten Point Program and platform of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY must be known and understood by each Party member.
11. Party Communications must be National and Local.
12. The 10-10-10 program should be known by all members and also understood by all members.
13. All Finance officers will operate under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance.
14. Each person will submit a report of daily work.
15. Each Sub-Section Leaders, Section Leaders, and Lieutenants, Captains must submit Daily reports of work.
16. All Panthers must learn to operate and service weapons correctly.
17. All Leadership personnel who expel a member must submit this information to the Editor of the Newspaper, so that it will be published in the paper and will be known by all chapters and branches.
18. Political Education Classes are mandatory for general membership.
19. Only office personnel assigned to respective offices each day should be there. All others are to sell papers and do Political work out in the community, including Captains, Section Leaders, etc.

20. COMMUNICATIONS — all chapters must submit weekly reports in writing to the National Headquarters.
21. All Branches must implement First Aid and/or Medical Cares.
22. All Chapters, Branches, and components of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY must submit a monthly Financial Report to the Ministry of Finance, and also the Central Committee.
23. Everyone in a leadership position must read no less than two hours per day to keep abreast of the changing political situation.
24. No chapter or branch shall accept grants, property, funds, money, or any other aid from any government agency without contacting the National Headquarters.
25. All chapters must adhere to the policy and the ideology laid down by the CENTRAL COMMITTEE of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.
26. All Branches must submit weekly reports in writing to their respective Chapters.

8 POINTS OF ATTENTION

1) Speak politely.
2) Pay fairly for what you buy.
3) Return everything you borrow.
4) Pay for anything you damage.
5) Do not hit or swear at people.
6) Do not damage property or crops of the poor, oppressed masses.
7) Do not take liberties with women.
8) If we ever have to take captives do not ill-treat them.

3 MAIN RULES OF DISCIPLINE

1) Obey orders in all your actions.
2) Do not take a single needle or a piece of thread from the poor and oppressed masses.
3) Turn in everything captured from the attacking enemy.

The author reads this text naturally.
The program is usually divided into one section of ten points entitled "What We Want" and then ten paragraphs explaining these points in a section entitled "What We Believe." For the sake of clarity, we have put each one of the ten points in "What We Want" immediately above its corresponding paragraph in "What We Believe."

1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of our Black Community.

We believe that black people will not be free until we are able to determine our destiny.

2. We want full employment for our people.

We believe that the federal government is responsible and obligated to give every man employment or a guaranteed income. We believe that if the white American businesses will not give full employment, then the means of production should be taken from the business men and placed in the community so that the people of the community can organize and employ all of its people and give a high standard of living.

3. We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our Black Community.

We believe that this racist government has robbed us and now we are demanding the overdue debt of forty acres and two mules. Forty acres and two mules was promised 100 years ago as restitution for slave labor and mass murder of black people. We will accept the payment for our freedom which will be distributed to our communities anywhere in the United States. The Germans are now aiding the Jews in Israel for the genocide of the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million Jews. The American racism has taken part in the slaughter of over fifty million Black people; therefore, we feel that this is a modest demand that we make.

4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings.

We believe that if the white landlords will not give decent housing to their black community, then the housing and the land should be made into cooperatives so that our community, with government aid, can build and make decent housing for its people.

5. We want education for our people that exposes the true nature of this decadent American society. We want education that teaches us our true history and our role in the present-day society.

We believe in an educational system that will give to our people a knowledge of self, the fact that this country was built by the black people, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. The government is the servant of the people, and the people have the right to alter or abolish it, and to institute new government having its foundation on each principle, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes, and, accordingly, experience hath shown, that such governments are more disposed to suffer, while evils are tolerable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for their future security.

6. We want all black men to be exempt from military service.

We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in the military service to defend a racist government that does not protect us. We will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, like black people, are being victimized by the white racist government of America. We will protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police and the racist military, by whatever means necessary.

7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER of black people.

We believe we can end police brutality in our black community by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defending our black community from racist police oppression and brutality. The Second Amendment to the Constitution of the United States gives a right to bear arms. We therefore believe that all black people should arm themselves for self-defense.

8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, county and city prisons and jails.

We believe that all black people should be released from the many jails and prisons because they have not received a fair and impartial trial.

9. We want all black people who were brought to trial to be tried in a court by their own peer group or people from their black communities, as defined by the Constitution of the United States.

We believe that the courts should follow the United States Constitution so that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution gives a right to be tried by his own people. A person is a person from a similar economic, social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical and racial background. To do this the court will be forced to select a jury from the black community from which the black defendant came. When the white juries, are being tried by all-white juries that have no understanding of the "average reasoning man" of the black community.

10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace. And as our major political objective, a United Nations-supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony in which only black colonial subjects will be allowed to participate, for the purpose of determining the will of black people as to their national destiny.

When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which they have a right, to declare the causes which impel them to the separation. We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed. Whenever any government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new government having its foundation on each principle, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes, and, accordingly, experience hath shown, that such governments are more disposed to suffer, while evils are tolerable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for their future security.

FREE HUEY NOW GUNS BABY GUNS
The resignation of Cleaver's parole was illegal, because no parole violation was committed.

The Adult Authority parole board has tried to maintain that Cleaver violated the terms of his parole, and by associating with individuals of bad reputation. This contention, we will show, is false. The Adult Authority version contradicts the Superior Court order itself.

... Cleaver's only handling of a firearm (the rifle) was in obedience to a police command. He did not handle a hand gun at all. There was nothing one way or the other to show a conspiracy or a situation calling for the application of the doctrine of aiding and abetting. Hence, nothing supported either the possession of a firearm or the assault charge.

As to the charge of association with individuals of bad reputation, the report indicated that two or three of those named had "police records," but nothing to show whether any had been convicted of anything, or whether Cleaver knew of their arrest record. (Superior Court c.t. 137, 138, 140, 141.)

Parolee Cleaver was denied due process of law by being denied opportunity to present his case.

Why was Cleaver returned to prison as parole violator if documented evidence to the contrary was present in his defense? To answer that question, one must examine the Adult Authority. This board has the right to arbitrarily revoke or suspend parole on any individual. At the same time, the Adult Authority maintains—falsely—that Cleaver has the opportunity to defend himself at a hearing. This is how it works:

"A parolee is served with violation charges, is interviewed, is given a hearing (before the Adult Authority itself, the charging party) at which the parolee may "plead" to the parole violation charges, and is afforded an opportunity to present his defense.

"At the 'hearing' a parolee is denied the right to counsel, may not have an independent and impartial officer to conduct the hearing and make decision. (Petition for Hearing in the Superior Court, p. 17)

Not only does the Adult Authority hold secret hearings, but it also refuses to notify persons under its jurisdiction of its procedures, or of its variable definitions of what constitutes a parole violation. This secrecy and vagueness is in direct violation of federal law which requires agencies to publish their procedures "for guidance of the public.""

"Petitioner (Cleaver) is immediately and seriously prejudiced by the Adult Authority's unlawful refusal to publish its regulations, since he is to be imprisoned by virtue of an action which the Adult Authority still seeks to justify in this 'well of secrecy.' (Petition for Hearing in the Superior Court, p. 12.)

Yes, the Adult Authority acted unjustly and illegally. Its decision was an outrage decision. Cleaver had no chance of obtaining "justice" from these Star Chamber proceedings. Why then should not the U.S. Supreme Court hear Cleaver's case? There are, we believe, three reasons why the case was not accepted. The first is that any fair minded court would obviously have released Cleaver, thereby setting a precedent. The second is that hundreds of cases of alleged parole violation from all over California and other states would be subject to reversal. Thirdly, the illegal functioning of the Adult Authority would come under attack. The U.S. Supreme Court had no alternative but to consider the Cleaver case during this turbulent period.

Elbridge Cleaver is a victim of naked, shameless political persecution. As Judge Shears puts it...

... the most uncontradicted evidence presented in this court indicated that the petitioner had been a model parolee... The trial judge, in his personal knowledge, stemmed from no failure of personal rehabilitation, but from his undue reliance in pursuing political goals, goals which were offensive to many of his contemporaries. Not only was there absence of cause for the cancellation of parole, it was the product of a type of pressure suborning, to say the least, to the law enforcement paraphernalia of this state.

Cleaver is in political exile because a man of his convictions cannot get justice here. Indeed, if we are to give more life to the concept of freedom and justice we must support him. The work to get him discharged from parole must continue. An intense publicity campaign is necessary now to bring to the public the legal defense and arguments which were carried to the courts without success. We must all work together to focus attention of this case. This is not an issue of one man's freedom, but a broad struggle which affirms the right of all of us to speak out politically in this country. Cleaver is not allowed his freedom, it is a matter of freedom of time until all our freedoms are further restricted. His is not a personal struggle but a political one.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE TO DEFEND ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

I would like to join the efforts of all those who are working to defend Elridge Cleaver from political persecution.

Please add my name to the list of sponsors of the International Committee to Defend Elridge Cleaver.

I enclose... to assist the legal expenses and the Guardian's campaign to publicize and promote Elridge Cleaver's defense.

I can volunteer some time to help the Committee.

Name ______________________________
Address ______________________________
City ______________________________ State __ Zip __
Profession ______________________________ Organization or Title ______________________________
JODEC, 405 Beach Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94133
Robert Scheer, Director
SOUL ON ICE?

NEEDED: TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
MINISTER OF DEFENSE, HUEY P. NEWTON SAYS: "THE SPIRIT OF THE PEOPLE IS GREATER THAN THE MAN'S TECHNOLOGY."

BUT TO MOST EFFECTIVELY COMBAT THE INJUSTICES OF THE PIG-STRUCTURE, THE SPIRIT OF THE PEOPLE SHOULD LEAD THEM TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY GREATER THAN THE "MAN'S!" THEN WE WILL MINIMIZE OUR LOSSES WHILE WE WAGE THE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE.

BROTHERS, SISTERS, AND ALLIES IN THE REVOLUTION—WE NEED ALL TYPES OF TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:
- FOR DEFENSE
- FOR FINANCING
- FOR OFFICE WORK
- FOR TRANSPORTATION
- FOR HEALTH AND FIRST AID

INTERESTED PARTIES SHOULD ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE TO:
MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

BREAKFAST FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN
7:30 am till 9:30 am Monday thru Friday at the CONCORD BAPTIST CHURCH
8th & Center Streets
Berkeley, California

FOR INFORMATION CALL
SISTER BETTY CARTER
646-0100

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
national headquarters
3106 Shattuck Street
Berkeley, California

EFFECTIVE: January 1st
SAN FRANCISCO
FILLMORE AUDITORIUM
Corner Geary & Fillmore
INQUIRE AT
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
1419 FILLMORE ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
921-5860

HUEY POSTER $1.00

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

BLACK XMAS SUBSCRIPTION SPECIAL

SUBSCRIPTION FORM...

THE BLACK PANTHER
BLACK COMMUNITY NEWS SERVICE PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Enter my subscription for (check box):

- 3 MONTHS (12 ISSUES) $7.50
- 6 MONTHS (24 ISSUES) $15.00
- 1 YEAR (52 ISSUES) $27.50

(please print)

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE/ZIP #:

COUNTRY:

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

SUPPORT YOUR NEWSPAPER—SUBSCRIBE NOW!

ESSAYS
FROM THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE
by HUEY P. NEWTON
WITH FORCEFUL INTRODUCTION BY GEORGE MURRAY
BLACK PANTHER MINISTER OF EDUCATION
ONLY 75¢
OUT-OF-STATE ORDERS: $1.00
(INCLUDES POSTAGE & HANDLING)
AVAILABLE AT ALL BLACK PANTHER PARTY OFFICES
MAIL ORDERS MAY BE SENT TO

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

REMEMBER BROTHER MALCOM
Born, May 19, 1925

Assassinated, Feb. 21, 1965
1969: AFRO-AMERICAN SOLIDARITY WITH THE OPPRESSED PEOPLE OF THE WORLD.